
 

 

Colgate Bulls Position for Turnaround as Margins, Mix Improve 

Ticker/Price: CL $66.75 
 

Analysis: 

Colgate-Palmolive (CL) buyers early in the February $70 calls as well as opening sellers of 2,975 December $67.50 
puts and follows bullish flow on Friday that bought 1800 December $67.50 calls and sold the Jan. 2021 $57.50 puts that 
now are over 3000X. CL recently also seeing 2,500 Jan. 2021 $60 puts sold to open around $3 and still has over 8,000 
January $70 calls in OI from buyers. Shares have traded weak since August and now back at a key volume node from 
March as well as the 61.8% Fibonacci of the rally from the December 2018 lows. A move above $68 has room back to the 
50- and 200-MA at $70 and then a VPOC at $72.50. The $57.23B company trades 22.2X earnings and 3.7X sales with a 
2.6% yield. CL sees mid-single digit EPS and revenue growth through the next two years. CL is coming off a mixed 
report but did show improvement Internationally while North America continues to lag in both volumes and pricing. CL 
is undergoing a big mix shift towards more premiumization of their portfolio across both consumer brands and pet food 
and has positive catalysts into 2020 with the launch of more Naturals products and Optic White. Short interest is 1.5%. 
Analysts have an average target for shares of $72.50.  BAML positive on 11-4 with a $77 PT. They think that with a 
number of initiatives, management can continue to deliver improvements while they already addressed challenges in 
China, Russia, India, and Africa. They also see potential for an improvement in NA as efforts to accelerate spending in 
digital behind bigger brands should provide some lift along with growth in the skincare business and a focus on shifting 
mix in the Hill’s relaunch from Science Diet to the margin-accretive Prescription formula. 

Hawk Vision: 

 
Hawk’s Perspective: CL gets interesting out of this downtrend and a potential catch-up trade into year-end but 

otherwise would stick with leaders like PG.  

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


